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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes the estimation of traffic 
service with mutual overflow in syste.s of 
full-availability trunk groups with Poissonian 
input prooesses. The state of works in the do
main of mutual overflows, the basic assumptions 
and the problems for solving are described in 
the first place. Then follows the description 
of the investigated system of two full-availa
bility groups, serving traffic with mutual over
flow, and for comparison - with one-way over
flow too. Served overflow traffio flows were 
offered to two groups (with own traffic), call
ed the closing groups. of finite or unfinite 
numbers of trunks. enabling overflow calls to 
reach their destination exchange. 

The overflow system was described by a system 
of equations refering to expanded set of trunk 
oooupanoy states. The results of mathematical 
analysis were compared with the simulation re
sults. 

The simulation investigations on eDe 6400 com
puter were held for combinations of small (S 
Erl.). medium (30 Erl.) and heavy (90 Erl.) 
intensities of Poissonian input processes, 
while there was variable number of trunks in 
one of the two groups of the overflow system. 

The simulation results (inserted as diagrams 
and tables) concern the quality of service for 
all flows (Poissonian and overflow traffic) in 
cases of mutual and one-way overflows. The anal
,sis is made in order tOI 
i) distinguish differenoes in traffic service 

with both kinds o~ overflow 
ii) prove some new characteristics of traffic 

service with mutual overflow. 

In the conclusion of the paper there are assem
bled main characteristics of mutual overflow, 
among which the most important is, that the base 
purpose of mutual overflow should be improving 
network reliability. The mutual overflow may be 
also treated as a weak economical factor in net
work planning. 

GENERAL SYMBOL LIST 

A 

B 
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- mean intensity and denotation 
of a traffic flow (offered to 
or served by a group) 

- time congestion coefficient on 
a group with Poisson input pro
cess 
loss coefficient of A flow 
(served with overflow) 

- number of a group 
- overflow from group i to group j 
- lost flow 
- caBe of mutual overflow 
- number of trunks in a group 

(and denotation of a group) 
- case of one-way overflow 
- time dependent probability of 

state 
- stationary probability of state 

SS 
A 

V 
"'.p. ~. f, ~ 
l' 
?. 
jJ. 

- served flow 
- service coefficient of A flow 

(served with overflow) 
- variance of a traffic flow 
- parameters 
- confidenoe level ( =0.95) 
- call rate 
- disconnect rate (output intensi-

ty) 
A _ absolute difference 
.. (apostrophe) - case of n3aD4= 00 

1 • INTRODUCT ION 

Mutual overflow of telephone trafic in tha trunk 
groups system is a method of calls service. ao
cording to whioh a call offered to one of the 
groups of the mutual overflow system is: 
i) served - if in the own group there is at 
least one idle trunk 
ii) offered to the following overf.low groups 
(in case of a congestioned lown group) and 
served - if there are (at least one in each) 
idle trunks in at least one overflow group and 
in the associated closing group (which connects 
transit exchange with the destination exchange) 
iii) offered to the following overflow groups 
(in case of a congestioned own group) and lost -
in all other occupancy cases. 

Up to the present, the problems of the mutual 
overflow in trunk groups systems are presented 
by the publications [3J, r4J, (5J. They describe 
the problems concerned wi~h determining proba
bility (and thus, as the result - intensity) of 
traffic overflow in the systems of several full
availability groups, with at most 10 trunks in 
each group, only for symetrical cases (groups 
of the same size). There was assumed that closing 
groups have infinite number of trunks and there
fore have no effect on the parameters of the 
overflow. The publications have not raised a 
question of applying mutual overflow in practice, 
although they [3], [5] treat intentionally a 
matter of the best building of link networks. 

2. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

The subject of the paper concerns estimation of 
traffic service in the class of trunk groups 
systems with the following characteristicsl 

1. types of groups - of full-availability 
2. input flows - Poissonian processes 
3. call service - with no priority, with 

4. types of trunks 
in a group 

5. types of trunk 
failures 

6. service time 
distribution 

mutual overflow 
- efficient and failed 

- failed trunks do not 
accept oalls for the 
service 

- exponential 

Estimation of the traffic service in the trunk 
group system is made according tOI 
i) the number of trunks in the groups of the 
overflow system 
ii) the number of trunks in the olosing groups 
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111) intensities of Peis.onian flows offered 
to the groups. 

Deteraining the characteristics of traffic serv
ioe is based on the following premisesc 

1. Birth and death process describing in
flow and service of the calls is the sta
tionary ome. 

2. Overflow system groups may be submitted 
to the longterm failures. 

). Closing groups do not tend to fail. 

As the criterion of estimation of traffic serv
ice there has been assumed the average intensity 
value of component flows served by each group of 
overflow system and each closing group. 

Traffic service in overflow system at the as
sumption of infinite ntullber of trunks in closing 
groups is equal to the service of one flow with 
the intensity A by one full - available group 
with the number of trunks n, and 

where m - number of groups in overflow system. 
Loss factor for eaoh flow Ai is determined then 
by Erlang formula. This formula oan be used for 
the estimation of traffio service in overflow 
system at random overloads of one or more groups. 

). MODEL OF THE OVERFLOW SYSTEM 

Study of characteristios of the overflow system 
has been made in two stagesl 
i) first, a simple system of two groups n and 
n? with the mutual overflow, and appropriltely 
aBsooiated with them closing groups n) and n4 (presented on fig. 1) was analyzed 

c 

B 

Pig. 1. System of two groups with mutual over
flow n1 and n2 , and olosing groups n) 
and n4 

ii) then conolusions oonoerning the system from 
fig.1 were expanded to more complioated systems. 

Two methods were used during the investigations 
i) state equation method 
ii) digital simulation method. 

In the first one, it was used an original ex
panding of the set of states of trunk oocupanoy 
for the differentiation of own occupancy and the 
overflow one; a trunk oooupancy has been treated 
as a whole up to now, without analyzing reasons 
of the occupanoy. 

During a simulation investigation there have been 
taken assumptions. that offered traffic flows 
between exohanges B and C are equal, that is 
A~.AA and time congestion coefficients are equal 
a8 well. i.e. B3=B4=oonst. 

Concentrating on the ohange of B1 , a hypothesis 
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has been put forward that mutual overflow does 
not disturb a service of the offered flow AA by 
the group n at the ohanges of B • This hypoth
esis is equivalent to taking the1assumption that 
DA-CO. Assuming the hypothesis enabled to gener
a~e the smaller number of events during the sim
ulation, (and enabled to limit the oost of the 
investigation). As far as traffic situation on 
the real group nA is ooncerned, conclusions can 
be taken on the Dasis of the traffic served by 
the group D). 

Resulting from the taken assumption and hypoth
esis, a model of the simulationelly tested .ys
tem has been simplified to the form shown on the 
fig.2. 

c 

Pig.2. System of two groups with mutual overflow 
n1 and n2 , and the closing group n) 
(n4- oo ) 

During the simulation this model was treated aSI 

4. 

1. system of two groups nand n serving the 
traffio with one-way oterflow2from n1 to 
n (n .00) 

2. s§st~m of two groups n1 and n2 serving the 
traffic with mutual overflow (n,-oo) 

). system of three groups n , n t n serving 
the traffic with one-way10ve~floj from n1 to n 

4. syst~m of three groups n , n , n) serving 
the traffio with mutual ~verflow (between 
n1 and n2). 

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION 

The analysis of traffio service with mutual 
overflow by the state equation method needs a 
differentiation of states of trunk ocoupancy by 
own oonnections and the overflow ones. Expanded 
set of states conoerns two groups n and n? with 
the assumption that n~=nA=oo. Traffic propA
gation between the groups n1 and n2 is shown on 
fig.). 

Fig.3. Traffic propagation in the system of tw~ 
groups with mutual overflow (n3=n4

2 oc) 
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In the expanded set, eaoh state is desoribed by 
the oombination ot toar variables (ii' i 2 , %" 
%2)' where i-number ot overtlow oa ls, % -
number of all oalls served by the groups - re
speotively - D, and n2 (i1~%1' i2~X2). It is 
oonvenient to present a set of states on the 
surtaoe in the form of a table ot states. Pig.4 
presents a structure ot the table ot expanded 
set ot states. There are marked some changes ot 
states. 

o ~ n.i ~2 ""1- 2. 2> ""1. T\lb~ ~~ 11.{ 

0 00·····0 00 .... 0 00 .. 0 0 

1 o ~"'''9 00 .... <:> 

??"~ ~ 
0 0 

iZ::'o .. • ••••••• e ' ... . 
'\'\,Z66 ..... 0 06 .. ··0 

... . 
po .. o 0 0 0 , 

l 00 .... ,0 00 .. ··0 00 .. 0 0 0 0 
~,.1. 2. 9 C?· .... 9 99 .... ~ 00" 0 0 0 

.: : 
60· .... 6 

~b .. b ...... ~ 6 6 ~ 60 ..... 6 
:2-

2 00 .... 0 00·· .. 0 ~ .. o 0 0 0 
l2.::2 3C?Q .... C? 00 .. ·· 9 .. 9 .... 9 9 C? 

4'\2.06 .. ,' .6 00 .... 0 0 '0 .. 0 0 0 0 

'1\2.--40 0·:··0 00· .. ·0 ~:.o ~.--i .... t2-n,l. 
"2. 00" ,·0 00· .. ·0 "0 0 0 0 

1\2 00 .. . . 0 0"'0· .. ·0 f 0 .. 0 ...... 0 . lz.=n2. 

i1: 0 i == { ~=:2. t",n-1 . 
1. { 1. :1, l{1\i 

Pig. 4. Stru~ture of the table ot expanded set 
of states ot two groups with mutual overflow 

A system ot equations describing changes ot 
states has the tollowing forml 

+ A2"1,,12'X,'%2-' +&'A2"l,-1,i2,x,-"D2 • 

+,'A,' P1, ,1
2
-' ,x, '%2-' + "«%,+1-1,)' P1, ,12 ,x,., ,x2 + 

andrf- s{~ tor x2=n2 , 

f -i ~ for x2 <n2 • 
for x2< n2 for x2-n2 

jl • f ~ tor x1.n, , 

~ ·r for (x,=n,)A 
tor %, <. n, A (x2-n2) 

er - t~ for %1 < D 1 , in all other 
for %,-n1 

cases 

Equations of this form and the equation 
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make a system ot linear equations which oan be 
solved by' generally known methods. Number N ot 
equations is obtained trom the formula 

N - (n1+1)(n,+2)(n2+1)(n2+2)/4 

Trattio parameters aohieved atter the solution 
of a system ot state equations are as followingl 

,. mean intensity ot the own tratfic flow 
served by the group n1 

2. variance ot intensity of the own traffio 
flow served by the group n1 

B mo 

3. mean intensity ot the own traftic flow 
served by the group n2 

B mo 

4. variance of intensity ot the own traffic 
flow served by the group n2 

6. variance of intensity of the overflow 
traffic served by the group n, 

V2, B mo 

8. variance ot intensity of the overtlow 
traffic served by the group n2 

The method of state equations is useful in the 
case of very small groups (of the order of a 
few trunks). Its basic importance is in acknowl
edgment of correctness of simulation program. 

5. SIMULATION 

Simulation was based on generating of Markov 
chain approximating real work of the group sys
tem. The investigation was made in the way ot 
simulation tests, including several hundreds up 
to several thousands of events, acoording to 
the size of the simulated system. Besides the 
introductory test which had not been estimated, 
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a possibility of getting from 5 to 30 estimated 
tests during a single run of the program was 
predicted. Treating the average of each test as 
a realization of random variable with a distri
bution close to normal, i; has been determined 
- on the basis of Student s distribution - val
ues of confidence interval for a series includ
ing at least five estimated tests at a confi
dence level ~ =0.95. Obtaining a relative value 
A A12 s mol A12 s mo ~ 0.05 for a half of confi-
dence interval 6 A12 s mo or making 30 esti
mated tests have been assumed as a criterion of 
the end of the program run. As the result of 
simulation, a condition L:::.A12 IA12 /' 

S mo s mo ~ 
0.05 has been satisfied for the cases when B1 
is of big value and also A1"> A2• 

6. C()lICLUSIONS 

Basing on the results of the simulation, fol
lowing ganeral conclusions have been formulated: 

1. With infinite number of trunks in clOSing 
groups (n3=n4- 00 ) the service of offered traf-
fic flows A1 and A2 with mutual overflow is 
approximately the same. 

2. Offered traffic flow A is served better 
with one-way overflow th~ with mutual overflow, 
and flow A just the opposite - it is served 
better witg mutual overflow than with one-way 
overflow. 

3. The effect of finite closing group n ap
pears mainly as a reduction of intensitJ of the 
served overflow traffic and increase of inten
sity of the served own traffic by the group n 2• 

4. Variance of the overflow traffic served by 
the group n2 , is bigger with mutual overflow 
than with one-way overflow. 

5. Variance of all traffic served by the group 
n1 is smaller with the mutual overflow than 
w th the one-way overflow. 

Detailed conclusions are as follows: 

6. The hypothesis about possibility of omission 
the effect of group n on traffic service with 
mutual overflow betwe4n n1 and n2 , with constant 
B2.1~ and B3.1~ appeared to be the true one. 
The service of traffic flow A4 is practically 
not interfered by overflow traffic from the 
group n2 , and therefore the group n4 does not 
bring in the limits of service of overflow traf
fic. In the systems with mutual overflow, in 
which good quality of traffic service is the 
same for all groups but one, and closing groups 
are of similar size, while analyzing traffic 
pheDomena one can neglect a closing group asso
ciated with the failed group. This is of practi
cal importance, as for example in lowering of 
the cost of simulation. 

7. Total intensity of the served traffic in the 
sy.tea of groups D1 and D2 is with mutual over-
flow almost the same as with one-way overflow. 
Little differences - of absolute value less 
than 1 Erl. - in service in favour of mutual 
oTerflo~. are too small to be seen on fig. 5. 
HeDce the conclusion that mutual overflow CaD-
not be applied as a "method for increasing ca
pacity of trunk gro~p systems. 

8. Small in fact differences (in function of 
changes B1) in the -traffic A1 service with mu-
tual and one-way overflow can be neglected. 

9. Differences in the traffic A2 service with 
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mutual and one-way overflow (though bigger 
than in the case of A1 service) for several 
cases A1 , A2 can be neglected in practice. 
However, in the cases of non-typical overflows, 
when A1~A2 and 30%~B1~ 60%, mutual overflow 
hel~s indeed in improving the service of traffic 
A2 {in comparison with the one-way overflow). 

160 

120 

80 

40 

20 40 60 

90-90 

~O-90 

90-8 

)0-30 
8 -30 

30-& 
8-& 

Pig.5. Total mean intensity of the traffic 
served with mutual overflow, by groups 
n1 and n2 in function B1 at n3 < 00 , 

for different values A1 , A2 

Big values Ll SA (even up to 20% - fig. 6) have 
two causesl 2 
i) first of all, in the case of A1 > A2 one-way 
overflow made the traffic A2 service much worse 
already for B over 10%, 
ii) mutual ov~rflow gives the possibility for 
the overflow traffic A21 mo of the --service by 
the group n1 relatively big ejven for B1=60%. 
Therefore it becomes evident that mutual over
flow lets to lessen the requirements for the 
size of an overflow group. 

10. Mutual overflows also let to lessen the 
requirements for the size of a closing group. 
The basic requirement of neglecting the effect 
of the closing group on the overflow traffic 
service is that the closing group should be at 
least equal to the overflow group. The effect 
of a group n3 on the traffic service with mutual 
overflow have been calculated by determining 
the value of a parameter r=A12 s mo/A~2 s mo 
in function B1• On fig. 7, confidence interval 
has not been marked in order not to confuse run 
of the curves. Configuration of a network seems 
to be permissible when n =n,. Then, the closing 
group does not make the ~er.ice of the overflow 
traffic worse more than 20% (r • 80%). When at 
the same time a condition A1 <.A) is fulfilled 
(e.g., A1=)O Erl., A2-90 Erl., A)=90 Erl.). ef
fect of n is negligible (r? 95%). It is the 
same with3the effect of nJ which is negligible 
for n3~n2' independently of A1-
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Pig. 6. ChaDgea 4 SA in the function B1 
2 

100 

90 

10 

70 

r 

wi th D) <. 00 for two cases of values 
A1 , A2 , A) 

20 40 60 

A,- Al.-A. 
'-30-90 

30-90-90 
,- 30-30 

30- 30-30 
.- 1- I 

90- ,-, 
1-30- , 

90-SO-SO 
$0- ,. 1 

30-30-' 

• 

Pig. 7. Effect of the closing group n on the 
service of overflow in functi~D B1 for 
different values A1 , A2 , A) 

11. Service of offered traffic A~ is independ
eDd of a kind of overflow betweeD groups D1 and 
D2• 
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7. APPLICATION OF MUTUAL OVERFLOW 

Assuming that traffic flows A1 , A2 , A) have to 
be served with the loss equal to about 1%, and 
basing .on the oonolusion that there is possibil
ity of negleoting the effeot of group n~ on the 
mutual overflow servioe, numbers of trunks in 
groups n1 , n2 , n) have been calculated, in the 
case of traffio service with no overflow (by 
Erlang formula), with one-way overflow (by ERT 
method), and with mutual overflow - on the ba
sis of results of simulation. Results are in
oluded in the table 1. 

Examples Numbers of trunks D1 + D2 + D3-
A1 A2 A) with one-way mutual 

[Brl.] no overflow overflow overflow 

8 8 )0 ~5+15+41.71 1 2+ 1 5+ 4 1 ,. 68 12+1)+41.66 
10+16+42-68 
9+17+42-68 

8 )0 )0 15+41+41·97 9+42+42 ... 9) 9+41+41·91 
8 )0 90 15+41+106 .. 162 10+42+107 ... 159 9+41+106.156 

9+42+108 ... 159 
8+43+ 108 .. 159 

8 90 90 15+106+106 .. 227 7+108+108 .. 22) 9+106+106.221 
)0 30 30 141+41+41-123 30+46+46 .. 122 

32+45+45 ... 122 
35+41+41.117 

)0 )0. 90 41+41+106-188 32+45+109=186 )5+41+106.182 
30+46+ 11 0 .. 186 

)0 90 90 41+106+106.25) 32+109+109-250 35+106+106.241 
30+ 11 0+ 11 0 ... 250 

Table 1. Numbers of trunks in groups n1 , n2 , n) 
for different rules of call servioe 
with BA -BA -BA - 1% 

1 2 ) 

Small advantages of applying a mutual overflow 
are mesurable in the oost whioh oan be sav.ed 
during the building of a network, as the result 
of lessening number of trunks iD groups ot mutu
al overflow system. The number of saved trunks 
is around several. It has been proved then,that 
mutual overtlow can be treated as a weak econo
mio faotor. 

Up to now, as tar as reliability is oonoerned, 
a long-distance group eonneoting two exohanges 
has been devided into several parts (with al
most the same number ot trunks) put through 
different trunk routes. These parts here are 
called oomponent groups. 

Mutual overflow e~ables to inorease reliability 
and lessen the oost of a network as the result 
of assooiation of groups devided into less oom
ponent groups, as it is not in the oase when 
there is no mutual overflow (table 2). 
Values BA ,BA ,BA have been deter-

. 1 mo 2 mo ) mo 
mined on the basis of simulation results, val
ues B haTe been taken from the tables. Prom 
the p~int of view ot tratfic A1 service, divi
sion into halfs of groups with mutual overflow 
increases always reliability of a network in 
comparison with the division of groups into 3 
component groups with no overflow. In oase of 
small and medium traffic flows (when n2~ n1 
and n)~ D2), division into halfs with mutual 
overflow leads to better service of these flows 
(with the failure of 50% of trunks) than the 
diVisioD into 4 component groups with no over
flow (with the failure of 25% of trunks). At 
the same time, mutual overflow causes approxi
mately the same loss of all flows (A1 , Aa! A3). 
Generally, the loss is not bigger than 2~ 
which oan be tolerated when happens not too of
ten and lasts for the short time. 
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Bxamples Failures"" 30% of trunks in the group n1 
A1 A2 A) II1tual O'*er!low with no 

[Brl·1 t "1 BA2 mo (%] [,,1 onfil.Ow 

BA1 mo 
B B1 J A) mo 

)0 8 )0 7,6±.O,9 7,4±.3,5 J ,6±.1 ,8 20 
)0 e e e,6;tO,8 4,2±2,5 9,5±2,2 20 
)0 )0 )0 4,O±.1,) ),5±.' ,) 5,5±1,) 20 
)0 )0 90 4,4±.O,8 J,2±.O,7 2·,8±.1,2 20 
)0 90 90 ) ,5±.2,) 2,2±1,0 2,5±1,O 20 
90 90 90 12,1±1,2 7 ,2±',O 11,1±1,O )0 

Failures AI 50% of trunks in the group n, 

8 B e 5,)±2,) 4,1±.2,7 4,4±.2,O 2),5 
B )0 )0 1,7±.1 ,7 2 ,O;!:.' ,0 2,O;!:.',4 2),5 

)0 e )0 16,4±.1 ,7 15,0;!:.6,o 4,4±.1,6 )5 
)0 e B 17,6±.1,7 11,0;!:.5,O 20,O±.),6 )5 
)0 ' )0 )0 9,4±.3,O 7,1±.2,6 9,2±.' ,7 )5 
)0 )0 90 9,O±.2,O 8,0;!:.2,O 4,2±.2,O )5 
)0 90 90 6 ,0;!:.2,0 4,O±.),O 4,5±.1,O )5 
90 90 90 2),0;!:.1,1 14,0;!:.1,4 19,O±1,O 4:2,5 

Failures '00% of trUnks in the gr!'up n, 

B 8 8 '" 21 '" 21 100 
B )0 30 7,7 7,7 6,5 100 

)0 8 )0 rv 62 '" 62 100 

Table 2. Comparison of loss factors BA 
1 mo 

BA ,BA with the failures 1/3, 
2 mo 3 mo 

1/2, and of the whole groups n1 for 
chosen values A1 , A2 , A3 

When planning a network, mutual overflow can be 
treated in fact as one-way overflow but free-way 
overflow. Pree-way of mutual overflow causes 
that its importance, which appears only at the 
failure of trunks, is in lessening of the over
load on the failed group, that is, in lessening 
the effect of failure on traffic service. An 
efficient network with mutual overflow operates 
as a network with no overf19w but planned for 
bigger reliability. 

Simulation results are the basis for estimating 
characteristics of traffic service with mutual 
overflow in the system of three groups n1 , n2 , 
nS (fig.8), disregarding the selection of strat
egy of routing. 

Pig.S. Mutual overflow in the system of three 
groups n1 , n2 , D5 

It is shown in the table ), how many and what 
groups (except n ) enter into the composition 
of a mutual overflow system, so as the loss fac
tors of the flows are in the system 1 + 5% at 
the failure of the half of any group. 
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Number NUllber Number 
A, [Erl.1 B1 [%] ot ot ot 

n groups n groups n groups 

8 23,5 15 2 41 1 106 1 
30 35 15 4 41 ) 106 2 

90 42,5 15 8 41 6 106 ';) 2 

Table 3. Estimation of number of full-avail
ability groups in the system with 
mutual overflow 

I 

This estimation points out that one avoid ap
plioation of mutual overflow between big groups 
and the small or medium ones. Otherwise, the 
system expands too much, if it should oounter
balance traffic loss caused by the failure of 
the half of any group. Big groups should operate 
with mutual overflow only with big groups • • 

8. SUMMARY 

Precise relations which have been achieved, 
mainly the results of simulation, let to formu
late several praotical conclusions oonoerning 
the making of a network of mutual overflow 
groups. The most important of these conclusions 
are· as follows: 

1. Mutual overflow can be treated as a weak e
conomic factor, and has limited application as 
the means for increasing capacity of trunk group 
systems. 

2. The basic aim of using the mutual overflow 
should be the increasing of resistance of a 
network tOfailures~After trunks failures, mutu
al overflow can be trated as an one-way but 
free-way overflow, operating only for lessening 
of the overloads on the failed group. 

3. From the point of view of balancing the re
sults of the failure, making of overflow sys
tem with the same groups is the best. The sys
tem has then the least number of groups. In the 
case of different groups, overflow system can 
expand too much (even up to 9 groups). 

4. A closing group associated with the failed 
group of the overflow system can be excluded 
when considering the results of the failure, 
because the service of the "fresh" traffic of
fered to that group does not undergo the lim
·itation which results from mutual overflow. 

One general conclusion results from the men
tioned above points - the advantage of mutual 
overflow to one-way overflow because of better 
traffic service and bigger resistance of a net
work to the failure. Beyond our study, there is 
a large set of cases of mutual overflow in the 
systems of limited availibility groups, or of 
full-availibility groups with putting only part 
of groupe for overflow service. There are also 
systems with the shifted busiest . hours. However, 
we can state that deffinitely most of quality 
conclusions are correct also for those systems, 
although quantity proportions can form differ
ently. 
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